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Abstract 

Given the increase in massive datasets and powerful data mining techniques in combination with 

advanced computational power, the use of artificial intelligence in order to improve our everyday 

lives is currently being implemented in a variety of ways. From innovations as simple as text 

prediction, to personal voice assistants, and the current research of self-driving cars, we are 

finding many ways to incorporate AI into all aspects of life. One way in which we are bringing 

AI into our homes is through the creation of the smart home system. These smart home systems 

can control the lights and temperature of your home, start playing a specific genre of music, and 

much more just by commanding them through voice commands. However, a very significant 

portion of people do not communicate with their voice, and instead use some non-verbal signed 

language, making use of a smart home system virtually impossible for them. This is where we 

feel the current state of AI falls short and why we are focusing our research on implementing a 

smart home system that responds to some non-verbal sign language. With this project we set out 

to control a single Sarnsung Hue light bulb with several Argentinian Sign Language (LSA) 

commands. We do this by implementing a computer vision and deep learning system with the 

combination of a convolutional neural network and a recurrent neural network. 



Introduction 

About 500,000 people in the United States communicate using American Sign Language (ASL), 

making ASL the fourth most used language in the United State. Additionally, more than 90% of 

hearing-impaired children have non-hearing-impaired parents. Currently, smart home technology 

is rapidly developing and being used by the general public. To give an idea, 47 million smart 

home devices were shipped worldwide in 2015 and 80 million in 2016. Two of the most popular 

smart home technologies that exist are the Google Smart Home and Amazon Alexa. These 

powerful voice recognition systems can do anything from playing a specific playlist, turn on a set 

of lights, or control the AC just with a simple voice command. Even though they have APls 

which make developing new technologies and Apps for them very easy, they all revolve around 

voice commands. This is why we would like to see a smart home system that can serve those 

who do not communicate through their voice, but instead through some sort of non-verbal signed 

language. 

We seek to perform this process on a computer by implementing a sign-language recognition 

system that can be used in the implementation of a smart home system for signers, or members 

of the deaf community in general. However, we are not trying to create a complete smart home 

system that can handle hundreds different commands, instead we would like to focus our efforts 

on controlling a single Samsung Hue lightbulb through a number of specific commands. These 

lights have a lot of cool features and can be controlled over a wifi network, and the current smart 

home systems already incorporate them. The commands we would like to program are: turn on, 

turn off, and change the color to red, green, and yellow. We would also like our system to be 

robust to a variety of scenarios, such as being able to handle commands in any given order, 

commands being signed in different backgrounds, commands from a variety of distances and 

angles, as well as commands in bright and dim lighting. Essentially, we create a deep learning 

system to analyze video inputs of short sign language commands and predict what the given 

command is. Given our knowledge of machine learning, computer vision, and embedded 

systems, it should be feasible to create a system which can process an input video, output a 

prediction for what the given input command is, and then send that prediction to the Samsung 

Hue light and change the state of the light corresponding to the given command. 



Technical Discussion 

We are powering the AI of our system with neural networks. Neural networks in some way are 

modeled by brain structure, in the sense that they are made up of many "artificial neuron units" 

which we can pass data through so that the network can learn to recognize patterns. In general, 

these artificial neuron units are grouped in layers, most commonly, an input, hidden and output 

layer. All of these layers are connected by weights, which we change the values of during 

training so that the network "learns" to achieve the desired output. For this project, we will be 

using a Convolutional Neural Net or CNN, to learn the spatial features of our data and a 

Recurrent Neural Net or RNN to learn the temporal features of our data. We use these two 

networks in succession, with a video being given to a CNN as input, and the output of the CNN 

being used as input to the RNN which will output a final prediction to send to the Samsung Hue 

lightbulb. 

Convolutional Neural Networks 

A CNN can be summarized to have four steps: convolution, subsampling, activation, and full 

connectedness, taking in a (usually) 2D matrix and outputting a result. A CNN has repetitive 

blocks of neurons applied across space for images. For images, the neurons are interpreted as 2D 

convolutional kernels, repeatedly applied over each patch of the image. Then the weighted 

gradients from the repeated blocks are averaged. 

The first of the four steps, convolution labels the input signal based on the past examples. The 

first layers that receive the input signal are called the convolution filters. For example, if the 

input signal looks like a face seen before, then the reference signal is convoluted, or mixed, with 

the input signal. This resulting signal is then passed onto the next layer. The second step, 

subsampling reduces the sensitivity of the filters to noise and variations. Subsampling achieve 

this by taking averages or the max over a sample of the input signal. The third step, activation 

controls how the signal flows from the current layer to the next. The output signals with stronger 

association with the past references activate more neurons, allowing these neurons to enable 

signals to be propagated further. The last layers are fully connected. This means that the neurons 

of the previous layers are connected to the neurons of the subsequent layers. This allows all 

possible pathways form the input to the output to be considered. 

The CNN we used is called the Inception-v3. This is actually a pretrained model, which means it 

has already been trained on 1000 classes from the ImageN et Dataset, before we use it. Because it 

has already undergone training on a large number of classes, it can already recognize many 

different kinds of patterns, so to learn new classes, all we needed to do is add a new final softmax 

layer corresponding to the number of new categories we are learning and then train the final 

layer on our input data. This practice of using a pre-trained network is known as transfer learning 



because we are using the representations the CNN has already learned, and using the pretrained 

information as input to the final classification layer that distinguishes our dataset. In practice, 

doing this is very powerful because it decreases training time significantly, and creates a more 

robust model overall 
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Fig. 1 Inception-v3 Network Architecture 
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The Inception-v3 is a deep learning network architecture composed of many different kinds of layers such as 

convolutional, pooling, dropout, and fully connected layers. This network is designed in such a way, to avoid 

overfitting by employing dropout layers, as well as to avoid the vanishing and exploding gradient problem. 

Recurrent Neural Networks 

Recurrent neural networks are different from feedforward networks (like the CNN) because they 

have feedback loops, which use their own output as input, by using the previous prediction to 

make more informed predictions about the current time step. Because of this, they are great for 

processing sequential data that depends on order over time. 

Our RNN is made up ofLSTM cells, which stand for long-short term memory cells. These cells 

use gating mechanisms in order for the network to learn what to remember, what to forget, and 

what to pay attention to in the data. The cells are very powerful because they are designed to be 

able to learn long-term relationships, by maintaining a more constant error so that the RNN can 

learn over many time steps. In addition, keep a more constant error helps to reduce the vanishing 

and exploding gradient problem that many neural networks are plagued with. Since the layers 

and time steps are related via multiplication, the error gradients can vanish or explode, meaning 

the weights used to update the network can get very close to zero or infinity, making it difficult 

for the network to collect meaningful feature representations. As the output gradients become 

small, the network can't learn the input data very effectively. When gradients are very large, they 

saturate at the end and become too powerful, which is why the phenomenon is coined as 

exploding. 
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Fig 2. LSTM Cell 
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This figure shows a single LS TM unit and the three gating mechanisms it employs: forget gate, input gate, and 

output gate. The combination of these gating mechanisms is what helps the LSTM achieve long-term memory. 

By referring to Figure 1 above, we can break down a single LSTM unit into three parts, 

represented by different gating mechanisms. 

The first is the forget gate, which is how the network learns what to remember by forgetting the 

information it decides is irrelevant. The way it does this is by multiplying the combination of the 

previous hidden data with the current input by 0 or 1. Multiplying by zero clears out the data, 

allowing the network to forget that part of the data, while multiplying by 1 keeps the data, letting 

the network remember that part ofthe data. This gate essentially allows only certain pieces of the 

data to pass through unchanged, or not pass through at all. 

Next, the data is passed through an input gate, which selectively updates the cell state based on 

the new input that was just seen. Its focus is to only let new information or features that the 

network has not yet seen pass through. This is why this is depicted with the addition symbol, 

because the network is simply adding pieces ofthe input that it would like to learn. 

Lastly, the combination of the forget and input gate passes through an output gate in order to 

determine the next hidden state. This is how the network decides what to continue paying 

attention to, because it will be what is combined with the input of the next time step. This helps 

preserve information over long periods oftime, because though something the network is 

presented with now may not be very relevant to the very next time step, it could be relevant to a 

timestep much later on. This is all working towards the long-term memory the network is trying 

to achieve. 
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The RNN we use is a single-hidden layer, wide network architecture composed of 256 LSTM units. This kind of 

network has been implemented using multiple, smaller layers, but researchers at [] have found this architecture to 

work best, so we adopted this structure. 

After the data is processed through the LSTM units, it is sent to a softmax layer to get 

probabilities for each possible class. We then perform a regression using the log-loss function. 

We minimize this loss using the Adam optimizer, which was designed as an extension of basic 

stochastic gradient descent, except that Adam is able to have an adaptive learning rate which can 

be different for each weight of the network. 



Methods 

Dataset 

In order to train our system of neural networks to recognize sign language commands, we 

acquired a database of Argentinian Sign Language videos. Though we originally thought we 

would process American Sign Language, we found a dataset of Argentinian Sign Language 

eLSA) which was readily available, and decided to use that because it would be very efficient to 

have a substantial amount of data already collected. This dataset contained about 50 different 

classes, but we only used the ones that were relevant for our purposes of commanding a lightbulb 

such as Green, Red, Yellow, and ShutDown. It is important to note that this dataset had two 

separate instances of the Red class because the language has two different signs for red, so we 

decided to use one of the Red classes as our "pseudo-on" command. For each of these classes, 

the dataset had 60 example videos, for which we used 45 for our training set and 15 for the 

testing set. 

We also created our own data set of about 250 videos, so that our system could be more robust to 

new examples. This equated to 50 new videos per class, in which we used 38 for training and 12 

for testing, giving us a 74 to 26% train-test split. The biggest difference between the original 

LSA dataset and our extension is that we did not keep the conditions for the filming of our 

videos as controlled as the original dataset did. We took our videos from a variety of distances 

and imperfect backgrounds in order of achieving a more robust AI system. 

Fig 4. Dataset Video Frames 
Pictured left is a video frame from the original LSA dataset, and on the right is a frame from our extension to the 

dataset. Note that on the left, the signer is wearing a red glove on the right hand and a green glove on the left hand, 

so that the hand could be recognized by the computer through thresholding and masking. In our extension, we used 

the same glove technique, except that the green glove was never required because the commands we were trying to 

learn only required the right hand. 



Image Processing 

In order to isolate the right hand, we used thresholding by means of masks, erosion, and 

Gaussian blur. We had two masks to blackout the background and isolate the red glove, which is 

then turned into grayscale. In order to reduce the noise on our frames, we used erosion, which is 

a morphological transformation that takes away the boundaries of the foreground object. A 

kernel slides through the image through 2D convolution. A pixel in the original image is made 1 

if all the pixels under the kernel is 1. If all the pixels under the kernel is not 1, then it's eroded, or 

made to O. For our frames, erosion cleaned up noise (e.g. eroding the outline of a head). Another 

technique we employed is gaussian blurring, which is highly effective in removing gaussian 

noise from the image. For our thresholding, we used it to fill in hand better where there were 

holes, so that the hand seemed more continuous rather than discrete. 

Training and Testing Paradigm 

Fig 5. Flowchart of Training and Testing Paradigm 
The flowchart above describes the four main steps of our training process from start to finish. 

We first process the videos into a series of image frame. Then the frames undergo image 

processing in which we mask the image for the hand, remove nice, and convert them to 

grayscale. We then train the examples using our CNN and get a series of text label predictions - a 

predicted sign language command for each frame. Then, we can train the RNN using the 

sequence of framewise predictions from the CNN on our training data. Lastly, to ultimately test 

how our system will recognize an example it hasn 't exactly trained on, we pass the CNN 

predictions from the testing data to the RNN and get its prediction without training the RNN. 

This means we froze the weights of the RNN after training was complete, and then pass it to new 

examples. 



Changing the State ofthe Hue Light 

We receive the prediction from the network as a single integer between 0 and 4. Each integer 

corresponds to a different command. Then we used the PySeriallibrary to send this integer to the 

the Adafruit Feather through the USB port it was connected to the computer by. In the Arduino 

script which programs the Adafruit feather we decode this prediction and then communicate with 

the Hue light through the RESTful API. RESTful stands for representational state transfer, and is 

a communication interface based on the HTTP protocol. RESTful gives every controllable 

parameter of the light a local URL, and we can make modifications to the state of the light using 

the methods: get, put, post, delete. For example, if we wanted to check if the light was on, we'd 

use the get method, which return to us the state of the light in JSON format, and if it was turned 

off and we want to change the state of the light to be on, we would use the put method. 



Results and Analysis 

Predicted Sign Language Confusion Matrix 
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Fig 6. Predicted Sign Language Confusion Matrix 
The confusion matrix shows that green, red, and off have high prediction accuracy, while red has relatively okay 

prediction accuracy and yellow has a low prediction accuracy. 

Overall, we achieved a training accuracy of 86%, and a testing accuracy of 85%. We are satisfied 

with these results because they closely match, which confirms that our network is not overfitting 

to the training data, but can actually generalize to new examples. In Figure 6 above is a 

confusion matrix which helps to understand which commands our network is having an easy and 

difficult time predicting. Along the vertical axis are the true labels, and along horizontal axis are 

what was actually predicted by the network. The entries along the diagonals show the accuracies 

for when the true label matched the predicted label by the network. In dark blue, we have the 

highest accuracies of the network. The network finds it easiest to recognize the green, red, and 

off sign language commands, being correct 93% of the time or more. We can also see that the 

network has the most difficult time recognizing the yellow and on commands, only being 

accurate 65% and 76% of the time, respectively. We hypothesize that these signs are more 

difficult to recognize than the others because they just use an open palm, so there are not as many 

distinct features to extract through the CNN. It seems that if we compare the green command 

which looks like a sideways peace sign, there may be more features to extract than what you can 

get from a more blob like shape when you sign yellow or red. 



Conclusions 

In conclusion, after working on this problem for the course of a semester, it is clear that far-field 

recognition is still a difficult problem to solve, and there are many areas of the problem where 

more attention needs to be given, such as how to make the most out of a limited amount of 

available data and computational resources. In addition, the resolution of the camera was more 

important than we expected. It is actually so important that Amazon has even created a 

high-resolution and high power computation video camera called DeepLens which they dedicate 

for Deep Learning recognition purposes. Interestingly enough, Amazon dealt with many of the 

similar problems that we faced while working on this project. When Amazon first set out to 

create Alexa people told them not to bother with the far-field technology problem, because 

having to detect sound from different distances would be very difficult with ambient noise, but 

ultimately they addressed the difficulties with the necessary resources such as cloud computing, 

GPUs, and massive amounts of data, more than we were able to process. Then, once they 

actually sold the Alexa, they were able to continually gather more data to improve their system 

by actually collecting data from Alexa being used in people's homes. 

There are many directions that we can see this project going, but one of the most important next 

steps would be to stop using the red glove to detect the location of the hand in the frame and 

instead devise another mechanism, which may involve some sort of pixel-wise segmentation in 

combination with a clustering algorithm such as k-means or a Gaussian Mixture Model. We 

would also like to create a streamlined system using a higher resolution camera and utilize 

Amazon Web Services machine learning platform in hopes of making faster predictions. 
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